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About us


White Olive Hotels are part of a rapidly growing hotel chain in Greece which offers 4- and 5-star standards within its establishments. It has been on the market since 2015 and it is founded and financially supported by one of the largest Polish tour operators, Rainbow Tours SA.View more
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White Olive Elite Laganas
    


Zakynthos
View more
Situated in Laganas town on the picturesque island of Zakynthos, The White Olive Elite Laganas Hotel is nestled within the National Marine Park and the Nature 2000 area. Just 300 meters from a stunning sandy beach, our Hotel features a range of amenities, including pools, a lobby bar, two...
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White Olive Premium Laganas
   


Zakynthos
View more
Just 500 meters from shops, taverns, bars, clubs, and discos. Surrounded by the National Marine Park and the Nature 2000 area, we are only 100 meters from a beautiful sandy beach with a gradual sea entrance.
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White Olive Elite Rethymno
    


Crete
View more
Situated in Sfakaki, approximately 9 km from the heart of Rethymno on the island of Crete. The Hotel boasts a prime location adjacent to a stunning, expansive sandy beach that offers a gentle descent into the sea.
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White Olive Premium Lindos
   


Rhodes
View more
It takes 5 minutes to walk to the beautiful mixed gravel and sand beach with a very smooth entry into the sea; 10 minutes to get to the closest bus stop; Lindos city center is 4 km away and the main airport is located 60 km away.
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Kathrin


 Austria   
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*100% recommendation - would book this hotel again if we‘d return to Zakynthos!

We really enjoyed our stay at White Olive Elite! The drinks were amazing (great variety of all incl drinks) the staff was always super kind and interested in offering you a great holiday. Greetings to... ++
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Castleford United Kingdom   
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*Brilliant holiday!

We came late September and on arrival was met by Sire on reception who was wonderful throughout our stay helping us with any questions we had and opened the shop on an evening where we bought some nic... ++
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Natalie C


Plymouth United Kingdom   
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*Honeymoon dream

Thankyou!!!! We rarely have time to sit and write a review but on this occasion and having just come back from our 10night honeymoon and having had such an incredible time we feel we owe it to all of ... ++
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Sorin


 Romania   
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*Exceptional

We recommend this location where we felt wonderful. We appreciate the kindness of the entire staff, the varied and very good food as well as the cleanliness. Unfortunately, being in Greece, we would h... ++
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Wanderer34690293189


Maastricht The Netherlands


*Our experience at White Olive

We loved the hotel, nearby the city and beach.Everyday the rooms got cleaned, fresh sheets and towels also everyday.Nothing but good about the food, everyday different.And the staff, we've never met s... ++
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Marek


 Czech Republic   
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*Exceptional

Hotel staff was so friendly, made always warm atmosphere and always helpful. Hotel is nicely designed, roomy, light and audiable level was as well good. Very close to the beach and other attraction. C... ++
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 Germany   
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*Exceptional

The hotel is very close to the beautiful beach. The staff is excellent, friendly and very polite. Special mentions to Romeo, barman, for being so kind and lovely chats!Our room was very clean and comf... ++
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Dizz L


 


*Amazing

First of all i want to thank you, guys, for making my holiday the best ever. Everyone in this hotel is very kind, they smile everytime and ask you “how are you?”, they look happy all the time... ++
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Ioana


 Romania   
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*Great staying, according to our needs & expectations!

Good location, close to Rethymno, ( beautiful city), 15 km distance, but a rental car is recommended. The hotel provides all you need for a decent & pleasant staying ( all inclusive package) : acc... ++
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Kim G


 


*Lovely hotel with a personal touch

The hotel is very clean and has extremely comfortable beds and pillows, clean towels issued daily and you can get clean beach towels daily for 10 euros deposit. The hotel is in a quite area, close by ... ++
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*Amazing

Your waiter is the best! Food is very good, drinks are strong. Rooms are very comfortable and clean. I highly recommend this place. Beach is amazing too. And also is not that far from the city center.... ++
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Liraz


 Israel   
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*Exceptional

The staff was beyond expected. Our stay was very pleasant, comfortable and the staff made the experience way better. The pool and the beach a few steps from your room. Marvelous! One hour drive to the... ++
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Laura P


Rugby United Kingdom   
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*Quiet, warm and friendly.

Lovely quiet hotel with excellent staff that were on hand to help all the time, worth a trip to the beautiful towns nearby they are picturesque!! Beautiful beaches to either lay beside or walk along w... ++
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Rick P


 


*Fantastic late October break.

We have just returned from a fantastic late October break at White Olive. Perfectly acceptable room, with balcony and excellent view. Superb staff, from checking in at 3am to being invited to their en... ++
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*The staff are exceptional

We have recently returned from a one week stay at White Olive. I feel I need to single out a few employees who were exceptional. Angela the regional manager who helped us greatly when my son fell ill ... ++
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Bethan J


 


*Perfect hotel

A perfect hotel - beautiful surroundings, clean, delicious food. In a great location. Would recommend if you want a quiet break. All the staff at the hotel were excellent with reception, restaurants a... ++
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White Olive Hotels
Hotel chain in Greece
WHITE OLIVE A.E.
VAT 800705813, GEMI NUMBER: 137576424000

PL. EGIPTOU 1B, 1ST FLOOR
ATHENS
   +30 2100103205  contact@whiteolivehotels.com
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